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Black Hawk Seals (BHS) is an innovative supplier of high-quality, economically This 
bench is competitor seal companies, facilitating knowledge of seal design designed 
to gather data on head seals and backup seals to compare BHS products to other 
/performance. Depending on the material composition and seal type, seal 
performance changes. For this project, BHS provided seven seal types with various 
material compositions, and established Black Hawk Seal test parameters to 
evaluate them.

Black Hawk Seals is in need of data on static seal performance and a system that 
will evaluate seals at various parameters to test and collect that data. This will allow 
BHS to alter seals' design and material composition to develop superior products.

 Implement a system to evaluate baseline performance of various static seals 
under captured data from tests the following parameters: Temperature, Pressure, 
Number of Cycles. Analyze ; Compare measured seal extrusion and deformation, 
and provide feedback of findings to BHS

O-ring Test Fixture
Houses the O-rings in 
a steel consisting of 
two The seals are 
installed end caps 
and one main body. 
and cap. 

LabVIEW
Graphical environment 
used to visually 
program.  
LabVIEW takes in the 
necessary sensor data 
while simultaneously 
controlling the pump, as 
well as the DCV cycling.
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Backup Seall after 
10,000-cycle test 
under microscope

Heating Band
Heating bands are 
placed on either side 
of each fixture and 
powered by a 240V 
outlet. The whole 
fixture will reach 250°F 
in about 30 minutes.


